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Abstract—In recent time, with the rapid development of
web 2.0 the number of online user-generated review of
product is increases very rapidly. It is very difficult for
user to read all reviews and handle all websites to make a
valuable decision at feature level. The feature level
opinion mining has become very infeasible when people
write same feature with contrary words or phrases. To
produce a relevant feature based summary of domain
synonyms words and phrase, need to be group into same
feature group. In this work, we focus on feature based
opinion mining and proposed a dynamic system for
generate feature based summary of specific feature with
specific polarity of opinion according to customer
demand on periodic base and changed the summary after
a span of period according to customer demand. First a
method for feature (frequent and infrequent) extraction
using the probabilistic approach at word-level. Second
identify the corresponding opinion word and make
feature-opinion pair. Third we designed an algorithm for
final polarity detection of opinion. Finally, assigning the
each feature-opinion pair into the respective feature based
cluster (positive, negative or neutral) to generate the
summary of specific feature with specific opinion on
periodic base which are helpful for user. The experiment
results show that our approach can achieves 96%accuracy
in feature extraction and 92% accuracy in final polarity
detection of feature-opinion pair in feature based
summary generation task.
Index Terms—Clustering, infrequent feature, frequent
feature, opinion mining, sentiment orientation, feature
based analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Of late with the development of web 2.0 and increase of
opinion-rich resources such as movie and product review.
Social networking twitter and blogs are connecting more
and more people with each other and sharing information
Copyright © 2016 MECS

globally, one emerging field is opinion mining and
sentiment analysis.
Individual and organization have been using public
opinions for decision making. As social media has
exploded with reviews, forum, blogs, micro blogs and
social network on the web. But it has become very
difficult task to monitor opinions sites on the web and
distilled the information because of proliferation of
different websites that imposes a great challenge for the
average human reader to identify relevant site and
accurately summarize the information and opinion content
in them.
Online reviews play an important role in influencing
purchase decision on certain products. They can play a
vital role as an indicator of a product future sells
performance.
Most of the online merchant uses online reviews to
enhance customer level satisfaction and understand their
shopping experiences. It has become very difficult for
customer to make purchasing decision based on only short
product description pictures available.
Some researcher mainly focus on the extracting
objective information from review sentences in the
document level opinion mining using the probabilistic
approach [13].Some to analyze and extract opinions of
sentiment information and present them in the form of
opinion oriented summarization [3][4].
Hu and Liu [3] using the association rules mining for
access the noun as frequent feature recognition. In
[8,10,13,18] also use the association rule mining to extract
the noun/noun phrases as frequent feature identification.
In [5] uses the web PMI point wise mutual information to
extracting the feature.
While for aspect based opinion mining, the main task is
to extract the aspect and the corresponding from the user
review.
Users use different words to represent same aspect. For
example,
connectivity:
relation,
communication,
connection, transfer rate. Display: screen, touch pad.
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Music player: audio, playlist, song. Battery: cell, backup,
charging, long lasting etc.
So far many approaches have been proposed for
building the aspect based opinion mining system to
generate the feature based summary and further cluster the
feature of product but almost each of them has some
advantages and limitation as well.
Our work is organized in different phases are as follows:
First Phase- the collection of user generated review are
extracted from the internet sources according to periodic
based demand of customer and those customer review are
analyzed as follows: we have done some preprocessing
task (1) stop word removing (2) stemming (3)fuzzy
machine technique.
Second Phase- Identify the feature: frequent feature
which are directly define(Battery, Screen, picture etc.) and
infrequent feature which are indirectly define (cheap,
backup, durable etc.) from the extracted review sentences.
Third Phase- corresponding opinion word or opinion
sentences are extracted and analyzed the polarity (positive,
negative and neutral) for each sentence.
Fourth Phase- Make the feature-opinion pair. In case of
multi opinion word in a review sentence when only the
opinion word in the sentence not the feature word in the
sentence existing technique have failed to solve this issue,
we develop a new method to solve this kind of issue.
Fifth Phase- Grouping the different features which are
domain synonyms are grouped under the same feature
group.
Finally we assigned each feature opinion pair into their
respective feature based cluster either positive cluster or
negative cluster. The feature based summary of online
product review is very relevant and highly useful. The
proposed system is dynamic after each period (from
launching date to current date, monthly, quarterly, daily or
periodically according to customer demand ) all the user
generated review are collected. During that time period
are extracted from the web and changed the feature based
summary every time generated on the customer demand.
Our proposed work is different from the existing
technique where the summary of all the feature generated
from online user-generated review in the form of text
based summarization because now days customer have
demand to see the summary of specific feature with
specific opinion or polarity (positive, negative, neutral) on
of domain specific product shown in Table 1.
Suppose, a customer wants only to see the summary of
screen, size, audio and battery with specific opinion
(positive, negative, neutral).
However, it is not a trivial technique to extract the
positive, negative and neutral polarity of review. In this
research, we develop an automatically changing technique
to extract the feature based opinion and generated the
summary of customer on demand i.e. feature and polarity
specific from the feature based review as shown in table 2.
As shown in table 1, customer demand or want to see
the summary of specific feature with specific opinion
(polarity) as: positive opinion of screen. Positive, negative
and neutral opinion of size. Negative and neutral opinion
of audio and both positive and negative opinion of battery
Copyright © 2016 MECS
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from the overall feature of domain specific product.
Table 1. Feature with specific opinion and Polarity
Polarity
Feature
name

Positive(+)

Negative(-)

Neutral(*)

Screen
Touchpad
Size
Apps
Audio
Video
Picture
Battery
price
Table 2. Summary of specific feature with specific opinion on customer
demand.
polarity
Feature name
Positive(+)
Screen
Size
Audio
Battery

305+
416+
364+

Negative(-)

Neutral(*)

152125185-

84*
78*

II. RELATED WORK
Different types of approaches have been proposed for
aspect based opinion mining.
In [1], authors describe the techniques for sentiment
analysis for exploit sentiment topic information to
generate context driven feature. They retrieved domain
context feature is more effective than generally used
feature in sentiment analysis. The domain specific
sentiment analysis include prepare a domain corpus which
contains relevant parameter a set of query in the domain
and then combines with Bootstrapping algorithm. The
experiment results show that the bootstrapping algorithm
is able to commerce and aggregate new clues does not
affect sentiment classification. The size of corpus does
not affect the increased performance. In [6], authors
widely elaborate the role of TREC (style give question
answering system). In [7], author proposed aspect based
opinion question answering (AQA) system for extract
target product that have been commented on in the review.
In [9] authors described a method for customer opinion
polling from free from textual review, without requiring
designing a set of question or assigning any rating .Multi
aspect bootstrapping method is proposed to learn the ART
of each aspect that are used to identify the aspect and
aspect based segmentation model is proposed to divide a
multi aspect sentence into a multiple single unit for
opinion polling, then author generate the opinion poll. In
[10] authors described a method for generate a summary
by extracting the feature word and corresponding opinion
form the customer review. Author uses the association
rule mining for extracting the frequently occurring noun/
noun phrases. Which are considering as the feature of the
given product? In [11] authors describe the feature
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categorization of customer review sentences of product
based on twice clustering technique with semantic
association. The author mainly focused on the use of
opinion word in the place of context word to assess the
interrelationship of the any product features word. Group
information and sharing information of opinion word
extract automatically. The cluster results of active product
feature are used as constraints and to cluster whole
remaining feature word or phrases. For obtain better
performance the twice clustering methodology has been
preferred to single clustering. The experiment has been
done at initial stage and has not been experimented on
different language. In [12] authors proposed opinion based
―scenario templates‖ to generate the summary of opinions
expressed in the customer review of any product. The
author used the information extraction question answering
kind of system which is opinion orientation centric
framework was created using the summary of opinions. In
[13] authors proposed the probabilistic approach for the
feature based summary of customer opinion. All the
experiments have done at document level for all domains.
There are some problem when grouped the same feature
into the same feature group and when two feature indicate
the same feature for movie domain and different feature
for phone domain (for example. video and picture). In [14]
describes the association rule mining method for
extracting the feature, which are frequently occurring in
the review sentences in the form of noun\ noun phrases
but all frequently noun\ noun phrases are not the feature of
product to generate the summary of customer review. In
[18] authors proposed dynamic system for feature based
summary of customer review using the combination of
association mining and probabilistic approach.
Association rule mining technique is used for extracting
the frequently occurring noun\noun phrases and
probabilistic approach is used for remove the noun\ noun
phrases which are not indicate the feature of product but
there are some verb\ verb phrases, adverb and adjective
also represent the feature of product .

III. PROPOSED METHOD
To deal with the issue and challenges of existing
approach we proposed a dynamic system, which consider
all the noun\ noun phrases, verb\ verb phrases, adverb and
adjective for identification of feature word.
Association rule mining technique only work well for
frequent or explicit feature where the feature word is
directly define in the form of noun\noun phrases. But
some opinion word which modify the all feature word, e.g.
(very good),(very bad),(not good),(cheap),(expensive)
these are common in Chinese reviews, are implicitly
expressed in the customer review sentences.
Our work is further enhancement of works proposed in
[10,13]. In [10,13] proposed a generic feature based
summarization approach, we have modified in order to
make domain specific product feature classifier technique
to create a feature based summary of customer review,
Our implementation focused the system dynamic
(from launching date of product to current date, monthly,
Copyright © 2016 MECS

daily, hourly according to customer demand) all the
reviews update during the time of interval or period
retrieved from the different internet sources(shopping
websites) after a span of period.
Feature and corresponding opinion extraction
Here before retrieving the feature and opinion word
some initial processing of all the user- generated review
of online domain specific product are done on following
steps:
Step-1: stop word removing process is used for remove
the article, pronoun and preposition etc. which have little
lexical meaning with other phases for sentence inside a
sentence as are-the, on, of, with a, about. While, who,
what, that their, where, who, be, why etc. to maximize the
storage capacity.
Step-2: Stemming process reduces words by removing
suffixes. This is much simpler heuristic process. The
advantage or reducing word to a root is to increase the hit
rate of identical terms and maximizing the storage
capacity of a system.
Step-3: We use the fuzzy machine to remove or replace
the misspelling word from the customer review sentences.
Feature extraction process has two phases:
Phase-I: Part of speech (POS) tagging. In this process,
tagging all the word in the document with representing
the user- generated review of product tagged with their
respective part of speech (POS) and used stanford NLP
parser [20] to tag all the document and generate the
output file of POS tagged XML. doc.
Phase-II: Domain specific feature recognition task,
here we extract the domain specific feature of product
and the generic feature of product.
Earlier research on feature based opining mining
represent the noun [21] as the feature, but each and every
time noun not represent the feature of product for
example name of person and place, positive and negative
comments, limitation etc. not represent the feature of any
product ( camera, Nokia phone, computer etc.). Some
researcher uses the association rule mining [8,10,22] for
feature extraction, extract only the noun in the review
sentences.
In contrast with [18] we used the verb, verb phrases,
adverb and adjective for extract the corresponding feature
of product. There is no matter what is the entity or feature
of the entity, every adjective is used to modify the feature.
Mostly in Chinese review feature is always left hand side
of the opinion. For example, Price of MP3 player is little
expensive instead of high price. All extracted noun and
verb phrases not represent the feature of product.
To eliminating or remove the noisy data, means noun,
verb or verb phrases which do not represent the feature of
product can be solve by using the combination of
probabilistic approach[13] and relationship between the
feature and opinion words. The underlying principal of
relationship between feature and corresponding opinions
(noun, verb, verb phrases, adverb). However its generates
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many feature which may not be represent the feature of
product, but some frequently occurring words noun, verb,
verb phrases, adverb for example. Nokia phone, camera,
comments, advantage, problem, think, thought etc. To
solve these most occurring words and phrases which are
not represent the feature or opinion word by filter the low
frequency of occurrence of feature and low frequency of
occurrence of corresponding opinion words in addition to
the probabilistic approach.
The main idea of this proposed approach is that each
product field has specific language. For example Nokia
phone have screen, touchpad, audio, video etc. Thus for
any product have a higher probability of occurrence in the
document belonging to than any other product field.
Some words given above as: Nokia phone, camera,
comments, advantage, problem, think, thought etc. Which
are not represent the feature or opinion of any product
field but have the similarity of probability of occurrence
in the document of all the user- generated product review,
therefore to solve this type of issue, generate a
characteristics power value which would not be less than
. and will not be considered as the feature or opinion ,
even though the frequency of occurrence in the document
is high.
We use the probabilistic power equation to remove the
noisy data which are occurs in terms of noun\noun
phrases, verb\verb phrases, adverb.
Xi= {cf ∈ C }⋃{co ∈ }

(1)

Yi= {cf ∈ G }⋃{co ∈ }

(2)

P(Xi) – P(Yi)

(3)

P(Xi)=

(4)

P(Yi)=

(5)

Where, cf represent the frequency of occurrence of
feature word, co represent the frequency of occurrence of
opinion word retrieved from the product review which
we are trying to extract the feature and opinion for
generate the feature\aspect based summary.
{cf ∈ C }⋃{co }
Here cf represent the frequency of occurrence of
feature word, co represent the frequency of occurrence of
corresponding opinion word in the specific product field.
{cf ∈ G }⋃{co }
Here cf represent the frequency of occurrence of
feature word, co represent the frequency of occurrence of
corresponding opinion word in the generic product field.
C represent the corpus of specific product.
G represent the corpus of Generic product.
Copyright © 2016 MECS
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The value of is adjusted based on the result. We
choose a generic product in such a way that have
completely repulsion or different feature with the product
field. For example noun as video quality and opinion
word as like, good etc. extracted from the specific
product review (e.g. mobile phone), its characteristics
calculated by the probability of feature word and opinion
word in the specific product corpus C (mobile phone)
minus that the generic product review G..
P (Xi) represent as the frequency of occurrence of
feature word and opinion word in a specific product
review divided by the total number of words present in
the specific product review.
P (Yi) represent as the frequency of occurrence of
feature word and opinion word in a generic product
review divided by the total number of words present in
the generic product review.
In [14] methodology we have observed following
shortcomings first for the mobile phone review using the
noun ―samsung‖ is the feature but ―samsung‖ is not a
feature of product, it is the name of product and the
frequency of occurrence of ―samsung‖ is less due to large,
the characteristics power value of relatively depends
upon both the specific product as well as the generic
product [13], here the noun ―samsung‖ is not present in
the generic product review. The characteristic power of
―samsung‖ become greater than , i.e. value is adjusted
related to specific as well as generic product field. In
contrast to this our proposed approach solve this problem
by using the frequency of occurrence of feature and
corresponding opinion, thereby remove the noisy data as
all the feature and corresponding opinion words in the
feature identification of the product. Secondly our
probabilistic approach for extraction the domain specific
feature at feature level or word level than at the document
level [13]. The problem with probabilistic approach is, if
a particular noun, accumulated in the domain specific few
document and absent in all the document in generic
product field. Hence the probability of occurrence of
noun at document level always less than in the generic
product field and high at the word level.
Infrequent feature extraction
People have different way of writing, sometime they
will use phrases, idioms, and omission in dialogue
process such as comments, we extract adjective using the
part of speech tagged all the document for extract the
infrequent or implicit feature but some adjective cannot
find the corresponding feature. e.g. Not bad, you will buy
it. The word (not bad) not the noun or verb phrases and
cannot find the by the frequent feature extraction
methodology to be modified. But this kind of opinion
word can find the feature. For this type of opinion, we
will use the context information of the review sentences.
For example, the sentence (expensive, I cannot purchase
it) the word (expensive) hinder the specific feature
without know the context.
People use different word to express the same feature
for example price, cost, rate, value and so on. Which one
will be selected, everyone define the same feature, but
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difference will disappear in the grouping of the feature in
the clustering process.
That’s why we don’t use association rule mining
technique used in [10,18]. Association rule mining
approach has failed because it only extract the noun\noun
phrases as the feature indicator, but our proposed
methodology uses the verb and adjective as the feature
indicator and it also indicate the feature of domain
specific product.
Prior research generally using the adjective as the
opinion [10], we use the POS tagged XML document
generated by the Stanford NLP parser to extract all the
adjective (opinions) from the domain specific product
review.
For the infrequent feature, the features which are
corresponding to the same opinion group with implicit or
infrequent feature are the candidate set. We select the
feature with the highest valuable as the infrequent feature
computed as follows:
Weight(zi)=∑
{

∑

Hval(IF)=Weight(zi)

(6)
}
(7)

After computing this we identify the semantic polarity
of the adjective or opinions, the polarity of adjective has
positive, negative and neutral, to find out the polarity of
opinion we used the opinion lexicon [18,19]. This is the
online dictionary which contain the large collection of
positive, negative and neutral (+1,-1,0) adjective and for
the certain non- familiar adjective, where opinion lexicon
unable to detect the polarity, than we will use the another
online service sentiwordnet [16][17].
The assignment of each opinion word to the feature
word is achieved by computing distance of each opinion
word to the feature in a sentence and assigned in opinion
to the feature. This is the closest and less distance in case
of two or more feature at the same distance assigned the
opinion to the feature which is mentioned first.
When two or more opinion word at the same distance
or in a sentence existing technique in [13] failed to deal
such type of problem. This issue is solve by calculating
the distance of each opinion word with respect to a
feature than calculate all the opinion in a review sentence
[18].
As there can be only one or more than one opinion
word in sentence but feature word not mentioned, all the
above mentioned existing technique[10,13,18] have failed
to deal such type of issue. For example,(cheap, you can
choose it.) and ( expensive, short backup, sleek, not fit in
my pocket). For that type of sentence where only opinion
word ―cheap‖ in 1st sentence and ―expensive‖, ―short
backup‖, ―sleek‖, ―not fit in my pocket‖ in the second
example not the feature word.
We developed a solution to this problem by
considering the opinion word as a feature calculated
according to equation-7. We computed the feature of
product and then opinion is assigned to feature calculated.
Copyright © 2016 MECS

Next we computed negation word in the neighborhood of
each opinion (adjective), if any negation word is found,
then the orientation of feature –opinion pair reversed..
There may be more than one opinion word in are view
sentence. For example I don’t think camera is not bad.
Here, two negation word are (Not bad) the polarity is
positive but when one more negation word before the (not
bad) then final polarity of camera (feature) is negative.
The existing techniques have failed to deal this. Our
algorithm helps in solve this problem,
The polarity of opinion at sentence level consisting of
the following steps. We used one or multiple negation
word ( not, never, nothing, doesn’t, don’t, haven’t, hadn’t,
can’t, shalln’t, isn’t, willn’t etc. ), OW is opinion word
(adjective, adverb, and verb) and opinion polarity
(positive, negative and neutral).
Algorithm: Polarity of opinion at sentence level
Input: Review sentence. Here, OW represents the opinion word.
COUNT
(for multiple negation)

Even number of negation and OW is negative than
negative polarity.

Even number of positive and OW is than negative
polarity.

Even number of negation and neutral than positive
polarity.

Odd number of negation and OW is negative than
positive polarity.

odd number of positive and OW is negative than
negative polarity.

odd number of negation and neutral than negative
polarity.
(for single negation)

Negation and OW is negative than positive polarity.

Negation and OW is positive than negative polarity.

Negation and neutral than negative polarity.

Positive and neutral than positive polarity.
Output: positive and negative polarity of opinion.

Clustering
In this phase first we grouped the word and phrases
which are domain synonyms, because people uses
different word and phrases to express the same feature by
using the semi supervised COP-KMean [11] which is
automatically partitioned the feature data into n feature
groups. First we cluster the active product feature then
transfer their cluster information as constraints (must-link,
cann’t-link) to cluster all the domain specific product
feature.
3n cluster are formed for n feature, one is the positive
cluster, negative cluster and neutral cluster will store
positive negative and neutral review respectively. Then
extraction of feature- opinion pair (with polarity) and are
placed into respective feature based cluster (positive,
negative and neutral) based on their polarity whether the
positive opinion, negative opinion about the feature or
neutral one.

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
We used Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and SQL
Server 2008 for implementation and result computation.
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Overall methodology works in three different phases are:
Phase-I: Extract the feature for each domain specific
product then the feature word and the corresponding
opinion word are selected from the product review
sentences. Phase-II: Select the feature opinion pair.
Phase-III: The feature opinion pair assigned or placed
into their respective positive and negative cluster.
Our result of feature extraction compared with the
association rule mining, probabilistic approach and
combination of association rule mining and probabilistic
approach on accuracy for different domain specific
product and corpus.
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algorithm, it works for when not only the one negation
word but also the two or more than two negation word
present in the product review sentence.
Study of the effect of frequent changes in Review
100

association
minning[10]

80
probabilistic
approach[13]

60

association
minning +
probabilistic
approach[18]

40
20

Table 3. Comparison of different approach for feature extraction
Product
name

Association
mining[10]

Probabili
stic
approach
[13]

Association
mining+
probabilistic[1
8]

our

our approach

0
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Fig.1. Change in accuracy with daily updation of customer review.

computer
phone

81
79

85
82

87
89

94
93

camera

80

86

90

96

MP3
Player

76

80

88

91

The fig.1, shows that our method obtain the better
performance in terms of accuracy than the other method
and more useful.
100

Table 3 show the result for camera, computer, phone
and MP3 player on the feature detection and opinion
polarity detection in terms of accuracy using the system.
From the results presented in table-3 clearly shows that
our methods of feature extraction outperforms other
methods. Feature extraction using the our proposed
approach achieves 94% accurate as compare to other
methods. This achievement due to we used some preprocessing step (stop word removing, stemming and
fuzzy machine technique). Second we use the frequent
and infrequent feature extraction method. Third use the
probabilistic approach at the word- level. Fourth grouping
the domain synonyms feature than make 2n cluster
(positive and negative) for each feature.
Table 4. comparison of different approach for opinion polarity detection
Product
name

Probabilistic
approach [13]

computer
phone
camera
MP3

76
70
79
72

Association mining +
probabilistic
approach[18]
80
77
88
75

our

89
86
92
82

Table.4 shows the comparison of results obtained for
Opinion sentence polarity detection with our proposed
methods with others. It is clearly evident from the results
that polarity of 89 of opinion are correctly classified in
the feature-opinion pair and 19% are wrongly classified
whereas using the method of [13][18] only the 76 and
80%respectively correctly classify the polrity of opinion.
Firstly the enhancement is due to the better way of find
out the infrequent or implicit feature when only the
opinion word not the feature word in the sentence, then
assigned a correctly feature to each opinion word.
Secondly by using the our proposed polarity detection
Copyright © 2016 MECS

probabilistic
approach[13]

80
60

association minning
and probabilistic
approach [18]

40
20

our

0
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Fig 2. Change in accuracy with daily updation of review in polarity
detection approach.

Fig.2, shows that our method obtain the better
performance as compare to other methods and more
useful.
From the above evaluation and comparison analysis, it
can be seen that the proposed methodology provides
better result than the other aspect based opinion mining
used for the clustering and summarizing the product
feature.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed feature based
summarization of online customer review in order to
produce a relevant summary of domain specific product
by extracting the frequent and infrequent feature using
the probabilistic approach and also developed a final
polarity detection algorithm when more than one negation
word present in the review sentences. In this dynamic
system we uses the stop word removing and stemming
method and fuzzy machine technique for improve the
accuracy and maximize the storage capacity of the system
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and also retrieving rich and high quality of information
with increase in accuracy for feature extraction and
polarity detection. The experiment demonstrate that our
approach achieve better performance for feature
extraction and final polarity detection .it also very
effective and more efficient for feature – based summary
generation task.
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